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address.We're witnessing a real-time day of reckoning. It has emerged that Facebook is being investigated by France's
competition authority, which is looking into claims that the social network's business practices have broken EU anti-trust
laws. Facebook is being investigated by France's competition authority after a complaint was lodged by French consumer
group UFC Que Choisir. The group alleges that Facebook has broken EU anti-trust laws by restricting the data it can collect
on its users. France's competition authority announced on Sunday that it was investigating Facebook following a complaint
filed by UFC Que Choisir. The group has been investigating claims that Facebook is able to make deals with third-party app
developers to prevent them from making their own social applications, as the existing application that comes with Facebook's
service is only compatible with Facebook's own site. The group has also raised concerns about the number of users that have
been taken over by the Facebook platform after the network opened up to third-party developers in 2012. While the
company said that only 100 million people used its social network last year, the group is concerned that there are a far greater
number of people that are being put at risk due to the lack of control over the ecosystem. The complaint focuses on user data,
network effects, and the lock-in associated with the Facebook platform. A representative of the group told AFP that the
investigations will also involve looking into the Facebook-owned Instagram and WhatsApp services, and may include looking
at the network effects of the photo-sharing app as well as the potential to create alternatives to the social network. Facebook
has been under scrutiny in recent months over a number of issues. The company has faced backlash over the data privacy
concerns that are associated with its app, and has faced criticism over how its WhatsApp service is affecting the messaging
application's users. The company is also facing criticism over the Cambridge Analytica data scandal, which saw the personal
data of 50 million Facebook users being harvested by an academic who was working for the company's sister company, SCL
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